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We should be taught not to wait for inspiration to start a thing. Action always generates
inspiration. Inspiration seldom generates action.
- Tibolt, Frank

The young do not know enough to be prudent, and therefore they attempt the impossible
-- and achieve it, generation after generation.
- Buck, Pearl S.

Broad-minded is just another way of saying a fellow is too lazy to form an opinion.
- Rogers, Will

Nothing so dates a man as to decry the younger generation.
- Stevenson, Adlai E.

Planning ahead is a measure of class. The rich and even the middle class plan for future
generations, but the poor can plan ahead only a few weeks or days.
- Steinem, Gloria

We were all on this ship in the sixties, our generation, a ship going to discover the New
World. And the Beatles were in the crow's nest of that ship.
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- Lennon, John

I knew the youthfulness of the sixties: Talitha and Paul Getty lying on a starlit terrace in
Marrakesh, beautiful and damned, and a whole generation assembled as if for eternity
where the curtain of the past seemed to lift before an extraordinary future.
- Saint-Laurent, Yves

Words convey the mental treasures of one period to the generations that follow; and laden
with this, their precious freight, they sail safely across gulfs of time in which empires have
suffered shipwreck and the languages of common life have sunk into oblivion.
- Unknown, Source

Strange new problems are being reported in the growing generations of children whose
mothers were always there, driving them around, helping them with their homework --an
inability to endure pain or discipline or pursue any self-sustained goal of any sort, a
devastating boredom with life.
- Friedan, Betty

It might sound a paradoxical thing to say --for surely never has a generation of children
occupied more sheer hours of parental time --but the truth is that we neglected you. We
allowed you a charade of trivial freedoms in order to avoid making those impositions on
you that are in the end both the training ground and proving ground for true
independence. We pronounced you strong when you were still weak in order to avoid the
struggles with you that would have fed your true strength. We proclaimed you sound when
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you were foolish in order to avoid taking part in the long, slow, slogging effort that is the
only route to genuine maturity of mind and feeling. Thus, it was no small anomaly of your
growing up that while you were the most indulged generation, you were also in many
ways the most abandoned to your own meager devices by those into whose safe-keeping
you had been given.
- Decter, Midge
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